Check out these other
great Chanson Water
Products
Chanson C3 Pre-Filter:
The Chanson Water C3 pre-filter is the ultimate in water filtration
technology. There is not an ionizer filter on the market that can
compete with our triple- canister filtered water. Each C3 canister
is devoted to removing harmful chemicals and bacteria from your
drinking water.
Stage 1: Carbon Block- 5 Micron-Sediment/ Chlorine
Stage 2: Activated Alumina- Fluoride/Lead/Arsenic
Stage 3: KDF+55/ GAC- Metals/ Chloramine/some bacteria
**Please check our web site for a list of what each filter removes**

Price: $198.91

(Can be added to any counter-top or under-counter ionizer)

Chanson Ultra-filter:
The Chanson Ultra-filter is a fully customizable filter with a
.01 micron membrane. It can be combined with and ionizer or
used on its own. Until now .01 micron filters were unusable
because they would clog easily and users would experience
reduced water flow in as little as 3-4 weeks. Not the Chanson
Ultra-filter, its self-flushing systems prevents clogging and
extends filter life. The Chanson Ultra-filter can also claim antibacterial properties because its .01 micron filter removes even
the smallest bacteria from the source water.

Price: $285.00
Chanson Nano-filter:
The Chanson Water Nano-filter (NF670M) is the first of its kind.
A RO/pre-filter hybrid, the Chanson NF670M has the ability to
remove the majority of the contaminants found in our water while
still allowing the vital minerals to remain. This is especially important if you are using the NF670M with an ionizer. In the past
customers who needed the filtration properties of an RO unit, but
wanted the health benefits of an ionizer, had to re- mineralize the
water after it has passed through the RO unit. With the NF670M
this is no longer a problem, you can hook-up your ionizer
straight to the NF670M with no additional steps. Furthermore,
the NF670M has a better water flow than RO units and does not
require a holding tank underneath the sink.

Price: $695.00

The Chanson Ionizer Armor:
The number one enemy of any water ionizer is scale buildup inside the plate cell.
More specifically, scale buildup on the membranes that are between the plates. The
Chanson Ionizer Armor eliminates this build-up quickly and easily. With the Ionizer Armor we saw a reduction of scale and build-up up to 60% and not just on the
ionizer’s plates, but throughout the machine. Let our Ionizer Armor extend the life
and efficiency of your water ionizer. Furthermore, this innovative product can be
used with any brand of ionizer.

Price: $82.00
The Chanson Water Alka-Traveler Stick:
Fresh ionized water straight from an ionizer machine at your sink is the healthiest
drinking water; however when you are away from home or traveling, the Alka-Traveler Stick is your second best choice.
The Alka-Traveler Stick (ATS) is designed for those who travel a lot, or have a need
to take their ionized water on day or weekend trips. After you make your ionized water at home, the electrical charge starts to decline as the hours go by. You can simply
drop the ATS in your ionized water to recharge it to full potency. It only takes a few
minutes. This product is a must purchase for those on the go!

Price: $89.00
The Chanson Spa Shower Filter:
The Chanson Spa shower filter is specially formulated to effectively remove
95% or more of harmful chlorine from shower water. And it is the only Shower
Filter to include an anions swirling type deflector.
An anion is a negatively charged ion, or an atom that has become negatively
charged by gaining one or more extra electrons. The specially-cured crystals in
the Chanson Spa shower filter act upon the water to create a softer, more energized shower “feel” and improve both lathering and sudsing.
Unlike other de-chlorinating shower filters, Chanson shower filter is specifically
engineered for efficiency and performance. Its unique filter design produces
water the way nature intended, the best shower experience available for you and
your family, by turning your shower into a fabulous spa experience.

Price: $60.00
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